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Abstract 

Relationship marketing can be utilized to develop outright bond between producer and consumer in the business 

without neglecting others key stakeholder’s relationship. It can also improve competitive advantage and bring 

the business into success. A model proposed to examine relationship marketing is the six markets model. Red 

chili is one of prime commodity in agribusiness cluster in West Java Indonesia. The model will represent all 

potential relationship that contribute to red chili producer and build a framework of an effective organization 

market place. We have found that for customer market domain there are food Industry Company which already 

used contractual trade and only less of the red chili is sell to traditional market. Supplier and alliance market 

domain is done through cooperation with agricultural input supplier to provide a continuity supply of all 

farming input. Meanwhile, influence market domains who benefit the red chili producer are financial institution 

and government. Internal market domain is conduct by develop agribusiness co-operative supported by a solid 

relationship among red chili producers. Afterwards, referral market domain is done through recommendation 

from educational institution to the potential buyer from modern market. The last market domain is recruitment 

market that is still applying traditional recruitment practice to gain a new member. According to this model, 

business success of red chili producer in West Java can be achieved through commitment, market differentiation 

and comprehensive network between all market domains. 
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Introduction 

The agricultural commodity producers usually market their product based on transactional 

marketing with purpose only on economic motive, without developing a long term relation 

(Sadeli and Utami, 2013). Conventional producers only sell the product to traditional market 

with fluctuating price. Finally it will impact to the uncertainty of producer income.  

Red chili is one of commodity with fairly high price fluctuations in traditional market. 

However, it can be prevent by entering modern market such as food industry or Supplier 

Company. However, it is not easy to enter modern market because it requires high standards 
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of quality, quantity and continuity. Therefore, producer should improve and develop their 

business ability to enter the market. 

Business development of red chili producer can be done by setting the proper 

marketing strategy, one by building relationship marketing with all stakeholders that affect 

business success. Relationship marketing can be utilized to develop outright bond between 

producer and consumer in the business. Moreover, market orientation does not mean to only 

focus in customer, but producer should also not neglecting relation with other key 

stakeholder (Payne, 1999). Relationship marketing can increase profits by interaction in 

network relationship that builds long term customer loyalty (Gummesson, 2008). 

Making the strategy with six markets model can bring a systemic perspective 

(Ballantyne et al, 2003). According to Payne et al (1999) six-market markets domain consist 

of customer market, supplier and alliance market, influencer market, internal market, referral 

market, and recruitment market. Developing relationships marketing with customer market 

and all stakeholders will create value. This relationship can improve competitive advantage 

and bring the business into success. 

 
Figure 1: The Six Markets Model  

Source: Payne et al, 1999               

 

Red chili producers in Ciamis and Tasikmalaya build an organizational innovation of 

red chili producer co-operative form that called Koja (KoperasiJasaAgribisnis). At this 

growth stage of business, this red chili producer co-operative should have a good marketing 

relationship with all stake holders in order to be success in the business and one of them is 

base on six market domain. Therefore, this research will identified all important key stake 

holder that affect to the red chili producer co-operative business with six markets model.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Qualitative research method with case study design was applied in this research. This 

case study was conducted at Koja red chili producer co-operative in Ciamis, West Java 

Province. Primary data collection begins by conducting an interview, followed by focus 

group discussion with red chili producer co-operative managers.  

The focus of this article is involves the analysis of red chili producer co-operatives 

views regarding relationship with all stakeholders based on six markets model. It addresses 
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relationship marketing considerate six roles related market domain that which consists of 

several stakeholder who affected either direct or indirect to marketplace effectiveness (Payne 

et al, 1999).  This model will identify red chili farmer potential relationship with key 

stakeholder from six market domains that can result fruitfulness in the form of value. 

Furthermore, the value of relationship among the stakeholders that exist in each market 

domain of red chili was presented in holo mapping proposed by Allee (2000). 

 

Results 

 

The red chili producers in Tasikmalaya and Ciamis used to doing their business in 

traditional way with transactional trading then market their red chili to traditional markets. In 

2003, government support the red chili producer by develop agribusiness sub-terminal, but it 

was unsuccessfully working. These failure, build the initiative to set up a red chili producer 

co-operative to support business activities or management by utilizing existing agribusiness 

sub terminal facilities. This co-operative have a relationship with several markets, it was 

mapping by Six Market model, as shown on Table 1 below. 

 

Customer Market 

 

Customer market is the first market domain as the most important market domain 

comparing with others. This market domain has tree board groups that consist of buyer, 

intermediary and consumer (Payne, 1999). In this case, customer market of red chili producer 

co-operative only have two board groups, there are buyer and intermediaries. Red chili 

farmer will distribute their product to end customer through both group. 

 
 

Table 1:Red Chili Producers Existing Potential Stakeholder on Relationship Marketing 

Based on Six Market Model 

Market Existing Potential Stakeholder 

Customer Market 
Food Industry Company 
Traditional Market  

Supplier and Alliance Market Agricultural Input Supplier  

Influencer Market 

Financial Institution  
Investor 
Government  
Educational Institution  

Referral Market 
Government 
Educational Institution  

Recruitment Market Traditional Recruitment 

Internal Market 
Relationship and Management Among Red Chili 
Producers 

Source: Data processed, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditional Market Trader 

(Intermediary) 

 

Traditional Market Trader 

(Intermediary) 

Red Chili Producer Co-operative 

 

Red Chili Producer Co-operative 

Consumer 

Food Industry Company (Buyer) 

 

Food Industry Company (Buyer) 

Distributor/ Retailer  (Intermediary) 

 

Distributor/ Retailer  (Intermediary) 
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Figure 2:Koja Red Chili Channel Distribution  
Source: Data processed, 2014 

 

Red chili producer co-operative supply their product to food Industry Company based 

on trade contract. The first contract period applied for one year as a probation period between 

both sides. Food industry will see how the commitment of the red chili producer, so does the 

red chili producer. After the first contract successfully complete, the contract extended for the 

next three years. It shows there is a beneficial and mutual relationship between the producers 

and the buyer. Long terms relationship builds by commitment and trust (Morgan and Hunt, 

1994) based on the contract from both side.  

 

The trade contract specifies price, quality and cultivation land area of red chili for 

certain period. Fixed price will impact to the stabilization of producer income, but they 

should fulfill the red chili standard quality of the buyer. In order to meet the standard quality 

and quantity of food industry demand, food industry gives assistance by field consolidator 

once in a month. This assistance is in order to improve producer knowledge of cultivation 

technique by applying the standard operation procedures and post harvest handling based on 

preferred grading and sorting of food industry quality standard. In addition to the field 

assistance, intensive communication is also needed to discuss and deliver of both side 

expectation and business constraint. Without the buyer assistance and good communication, 

producers faced several difficulties in order to understand what the buyer needs and wants. 

 

The rest of rejected red chili due to its incapability not meet industrial company 

qualification standard will be distributed to traditional market. Here, they do not specify 

quality standard and selling price based on current market price. The marketing of traditional 

market trader has a high uncertainty in terms of several aspects.  

 

Supplier and Alliance Market 

 

Partnership with supplier and alliance market contribute to build successful marketing 

relationship strategy (Payne,1999). There are two agricultural input companies that already 

cooperate with red chili producer co-operative; they are Tanindo and CV. BerkahTani. 

According to Ravald and Gronroos (1996), long-term relationship with the supplier is 

developed by trust and loyalty that emerge because of the benefit that customer received; 

there are safety, credibility, security and continuity. Red chili producer need a supplier that 

can provide and guarantee the product quantity and quality of agricultural input and on time 

delivery. If the supplier has a good performance it will impact to producer good performance 

due to the fulfillment of customer market demand.  

 

Red chili seed is an essential agricultural input because buyer from food industry 

specifies variety of red chili. Hereafter, red chili producer co-operative will inform all the 

agricultural input that needed to cultivate the red chili based on their forecasting, so that 

supplier can guarantee agricultural input supply continuity. Moreover, agricultural input 
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supplier also gives technical assistance by using field consolidators who give knowledge and 

more information on how to use their product in a proper technique and condition. Finally, it 

is recognized to the impact of red chili producer productivity. 

 

Influencer Market 

 

The stakeholders in influencer market domain come from government, educational 

institution and financial institution. Indonesian government support agribusiness sector 

through agriculture crops department and Bank of Indonesia with several programs such as 

physical support through packing house, green house for seed and also financial support 

through official credit program (Kredit Usaha Rakyat and 

KreditKetahananPangandanEnergi) and guarantee through insurance company. Educational 

Institution such as Padjadjaran University also gives assistance through agricultural 

equipment to support cold chain system and green house for demonstration plot and seeding 

house. Several key stakeholders in influence market has done a collaboration between 

Padjadjaran University, agriculture crops department and AmartaUSaid to organize red chili 

producer post harvest training (Perdana, 2013).  

 

Financial institution such as bank and investor has mutual relationship. The producer 

gets a capital from the financial institution and the financial institution gets a profit sharing.  

 

Referral Market 

 

Two main sources of referral market are customer and non-customer referral (Payne, 

1999). In customer market, red chili producer only sold their product to the business 

customer; they are buyer and intermediary so that they would not give referral to their 

competitor. Business customer actually facing difficulties to find a commit supplier that can 

provide a qualified red chili. End customers market that buy red chili from buyer and 

intermediaries also would not refer to the other product supplier due to red chili product that 

categorized as non-branded product. It makes end customer could not differentiate between 

one kind of red chili with others that have a similar variety.  

 

Non-customer referral market that has a relationship with red chili producer is the 

expertise referrals that come from Agriculture Faculty of Padjadjaran University as education 

institution. Another referrals market comes from the government. The educational institution 

and government refer to the buyer to source red chili to red chili producer in Ciamis and 

Tasikmalaya. This expertise referral usually accept this as gratitude and ongoing goodwill 

from customer (Payne,1999). 

 

Recruitment Market  

 

Recruitment of red chili producer cooperative member is still done by traditional 

recruitment. The qualification that should be filled is a good commitment, experiences in red 

chili cultivation, a good skills and knowledge, and high productivity.  

Another recruitment of red chili producer co-operative employee is done by 

recruitment procedure, which has been defined by the co-operative. At this present, 

cooperative has not been made any relationship with recruitment market such as from 

education institutional. In the future, this should be an importance consideration as an effort 

to be more professional in the business. 
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Internal Market 

 

Internal market is internal activities within the staff in the organization that influence 

implementing of marketing plans (Christopher, 1991). According to Payne (1999) it could be 

done through internal communication, proper organizational design, personal development 

through training, and building a supportive working relationship. In this market domain, to 

gain professional human resources is important to support red chili co-operative 

management. As a result, the management becomes more professional and able to deliver a 

good service to either internal and external customer or stakeholders. Organization design is 

already run in well managed and all business functions have been executed goes well in a 

proper way. The management co-operative is operate in several business function consist of 

marketing, cultivation and production, agricultural input procurement and financial unit. 

Those business units are supported by human resources that also have already equipped by 

personal development through mentoring and training from several key stakeholders such as 

food industry, supplier, government and educational institution.  

 

Co-operative also supported by relationship among the Red Chili Producer. The 

relationship among them should be not only bound by economic motive, but also non-

economic motive such as social and kinship. A good communication between all the human 

resources should has done by regular meeting to discuss and inform the forecast plan to 

fulfill buyer demand and others important issues. 

 

Holo Mapping of Red Chili Producer Co-operative Stakeholder 

 

Business success associated with a six-market model indicates that each stakeholder 

could not stand alone, so it is important to develop and maintain the network that connected 

between each market domain. Furthermore, it could give beneficial and mutual network to 

produce a high value to support the business success. According to Allee (2000) value 

networks involve the exchange of value that occurs between each actors or stakeholders 

involved in the business network. There are three types of exchange value, namely (1) goods 

and services, revenue, (2) knowledge and (3) intangible value  (Allee, 2000). In figure 3, it 

showed of how the relationship and network that connected each market domain beneficial to 

each other 
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Figure 3:Holo Mapping of Red Chili Producer Co-operative Stakeholder 

Source: Data processed, 2014 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

Currently, a success of red chili business in order to reach a high competitiveness 

must be beginning with producer business paradigm change. Producer should fill in the 

opportunity of red chili commodity as one of important commodity in the market. However 

the network complexity of actors who involved in red chili business could be one of the 

shortcomings or threats that affect the business.  

The relationship marketing that identified by six market models that affect red chili 

producer co-operative must be maintained and considered to have a good relation in the 

network. Red chili producers must understand the importance of having a relationship with 

key stakeholders, as well as maintaining a good relationships with good communication 

based on commitment and trust. Relationship marketing will produce value creation to 

support the business success.  

In order to maintain and achieve business success, there are some improvements that 

still need to be done in the recruitment market and customer market. The recruitment market 

improvement through cooperation with the educational institution that can provide 

appropriate and qualified manpower. Improvement in the customer market can be done 

through market differentiation to get a new buyer and end customer. A lot of effort has done 

into forming relationship with buyer, but not in to end customer (Beverland, 2011). End 

customer awareness through branded product of red chili will be increase comparative 

advantage. This is along with Beverland (2011), that the strategy could be adopt to attract 

new customer is a strategy that emphasize brand awareness. Another improvement by 

applying or benchmarking red chili producer relationship marketing with buyer from modern 

market such as food industry should also adapt to traditional market.  
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